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Don't you hate it when you pull on a pair of ratty old jeans to quickly run out for ice cream, and you run into your

reanimated mom, who you haven't seen in years (on account of her being dead), and then you both get trapped in an

honest-to-goodness castle when it gets locked down for a homicide investigation? Yeah, Zara Riddle hates that, too.

But the redheaded librarian witch is going to make the best of a weird situation.

Zara's catching up with her... what's the word? Zombie mom. Yeah. Zara's reconnecting with her zombie mom, and

things are about as “normal” as you'd expect for Wisteria until they're joined by an old friend from the Riddles' past,

plus someone who looks exactly like Chet but isn't Chet, as well as a new ghost who holds the key to magical crimes

both old and new. Plus you won't believe who Zirconia Riddle is dating.

The wild ride continues in Wisteria Witches Book 5, WISTERIA WYVERNS. You do like wyverns, don't you? Even

the small, sarcastic, telepathic ones?

WISTERIA WYVERNS is a complete, full-length novel in the hit series with millions of Kindle Unlimited pagereads.WISTERIA WYVERNS is a complete, full-length novel in the hit series with millions of Kindle Unlimited pagereads.

Note: This is the biggest book in the series yet. At over 105,000 words, these witch cozies are now bordering on epic.

Epic cozies? Is that even a thing? Be warned: Once you start reading this one, everything else in your life is going to

have to wait a while!
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